Abstract: The paper analyses reading research trends in Lithuania (1990–2004) based on main research directions listed in Action 1404 E-READ of an international research organization COST. Digital technologies are replacing paper media at an increasing pace, which affects the reading process. The research directions defined by COST represent this trend. These directions are compared with main trends in reading research, done in Lithuania. The purpose of the paper is to analyse reading research trends of Lithuanian and international researchers during the last decade. Information for this research was gathered using National bibliography database, database “Lituanistika”, Lithuanian academic digital library E-LAB, Google search engine, information on COST (Cooperation between Science and Technology) Action 1404 E-READ webpage and internal network. Metadata was structured by showing the main themes. The bibliographic information was analyzed using theoretical abstraction method, which is used to define the structure and position of the object studied. Theoretical description of reading was developed using deductive and inductive analysis methods of the scientific publication content. It allowed to distinguish and compare main trends in reading research. The paper further presents summarized information about reading research in Lithuania.
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**Introduction**

Reading is one of mundane continuous processes we do not notice. We just read. Having learned communication symbols (the alphabet) in childhood, we use them automatically. We put emphasis on the content, which we learn via interpreting letters, words, their combinations, and context.

Reading is more frequently and methodically thought about by people, who deal with a skill acquisition process. They could be teachers, who teach others to read, professionals, who encourage reading (e.g. library or other cultural institution staff), professionals for whom reading is a source of income (e.g. publishers, editors, advertising professionals), people, who use reading as a part of creative work (writers). Reading and paper media (books, newspapers, magazines, etc.) have been closely associated in the minds of the public for a long time. The situation is changing radically in modern societies. Research by Anne Mangen et al.\(^1\), Christopher C. Davoli\(^2\), Anne Mangen and Jean-Luc Valey\(^3\) shows that as media usage habits change intensively, people tend to read texts printed on paper less and less. They turn to digital media. Does this influence a change in reading process? If it does, how exactly? Researchers are looking for answers to these questions. This paper seeks to analyze further what reading research directions are identified in Lithuania and abroad, and how do they reflect media usage changes in the society.

The purpose of the paper is to analyse reading research trends of Lithuanian and international researchers during the last decades (1990–2014). Information for this research was gathered using the national

---


Definitions of the reading process

Reading is one of the main tools for socialization. It is a continuous process, which is why many people simply do not notice it. We usually learn to read in childhood. It is a skill necessary for further personal development; after it is mastered, one can focus on content received via reading without having to worry about the process itself. We usually stop to think about reading until confronted with someone who is currently learning to read. How do we teach them more effectively? Is it enough to teach the letters? Or are other skills necessary to help move along towards understanding information in the text faster? These questions are always relevant to teachers. Relevance of reading is very noticeable now as media usage habits are changing in the society. Maybe future generations do not need to learn to read, recognize letters and use this skill as a base for further exploration of the world. Maybe it is enough to look at visual data in the
media and absorb the information this way? What would we lose if we abandoned reading? These topics are discussed by scientists in many fields: pedagogy, sociology, philosophy, literature studies, communication, etc. Reading certainly requires an interdisciplinary approach.

Reading skill development does not end with development of phonetic abilities (recognizing audible letter symbols, being able to understand information as text is read to us and to write it down). Reading skill development does not end with learning to read well, as well as with ability to understand and interpret texts. Modern reading theory states that we develop reading skills throughout our lifetime as we broaden our worldview. We can understand reading as a linear process of learning to recognize symbols (linguistic models) or as an information absorption process (information and communication theories); we can research reading strategies and links between reading and cognitive processes. Reading may also be analysed via motivation, self-actualization, gaining of unique experiences (socio-neurological reading processes, emotion research), etc.4

According to Genovaitė Raguotienė:

the magic of reading is as inexplicable as experiences it arouses in us while we read. Reading is a unique and specifically human activity. Humans communicate through printed materials, manuscripts, letters. It is a process of understanding letters and texts, it is a complex activity.5

Modern reading theories which use psychoneurological methods and research brain activity during reading are trying to shed scientific light on this magic. Professor Arthur M. Jacobs (Center for Cognitive Neuroscience (CCNB), Freie Universität Berlin) researches brain activity. One of the main research aspect in his lab is neuro-cognitive activity of human brain during reading. According to Jacobs, while reading is a new

---

5 G. Raguotienė, atversta knyga [a Bit about Reading], Vilnius 2008.
process in human evolution, neuro-cognitive research shows that the majority of human brain is active during reading. Neuropsychological research methods have shown that reading is a process during which a human can restore certain brain functions, learn culture, adopt values, feel emotion, etc.6

The polysemous nature of the reading process is also reflected in the US scientists’ reading research and method list.7 It lists these reading research areas: 1) Language and Cognition in Sociocultural Contexts, 2) Foundations for Literacy Development, 3) Comprehension Development In Words to Worlds, 4) Models of Reading and Writing Processes; 5) Literacy’s New Horizons: An Emerging Agenda for Tomorrow’s Research and Practice.

Research Council of Lithuania in its national science program project, within welfare society section, lists psychological health of the residents. One of the variables in this section – “changing technologies, which affect habitual communication of the residents”8, requires attention of the scientists, as its effect is not known yet. Technology development clearly affects reading, which is one of the habitual communication forms.

After summarizing understanding and definitions of the reading process, it becomes clear that reading is understood very broadly, and the research is interdisciplinary in its nature. Reading is analyzed in a sociocultural context, as an aspect of literacy development, as an area of media usage, and/or as processes in human brain (in psychoneurological research). Considering the future, scientists draw our attention to transformations of the literary definition, development of media, used in a society, and related changes in reading processes.

Main reading research directions in COST action E-READ strategy

The “Europe 2020” development strategy requires an educated society which accepts and deals with challenges characteristic to information and knowledge society. Reading is one the factors in socialization process, which allows societal integration. Standardized international reading research (e.g. PISA 2009, 2012) allow comparison of reading skills among people in different countries and regions. Results show that reading skills are changing - reading is becoming more fragmented. As media used for reading changes from paper to digital, so do reading habits, the behaviour of the readers regarding selection of reading material, and especially text comprehension processes. An international research group has been established in 2014 in order to better examine situations related to the reading process. The group has been initiated by professor Anne Mangen from the National Reading Education and Research Center (Stravanger University). The COST (Cooperation between Science and Technology) international organization has supported the initiative by providing a platform for an international researcher network. Representatives from 22 countries have joined the reading research network in the first stage already. The network is expanding and attracting new members. It is working according to Action 1404 E-READ (Evolution of reading in the age of digitisation). The Action 1404 is listed in an international cooperation section topic “Individuals, society, culture and health”. Research goals are oriented towards understanding the effect of technological changes to human communication process (reading), which makes this topic relevant in welfare society research area, too.

Having analyzed available worldwide reading research, network scientists have distilled main aspects of reading process:
1. Ergonomics (multisensory engagement with a device),
2. Allocation of attentional resources, perceptual processing,
3. Linguistic cognitive process,
4. Phenomenological cognition (as a personally meaningful activity).9

9 Memorandum of Understanding for the Implementation of a European Concerted Research Action Designated as COST Action ISI1404 Evolution of Reading in the Age of
Reading research is based on two principal theoretical models of
a reading process:
1. Reading is a type of human – technology interaction.
2. Reading is embodied and multisensory.\textsuperscript{10}

The research network aims to develop and verify various hypotheses
about the effect of digitizing on reading. Various dimensions are used
in the analysis. They join neuropsychological, historical, humanities and
arts paradigms in an effort to understand how digitization affects emo-
tional satisfaction and information and learning aspects of the reading
process.

The researchers have divided into four working groups according
to their research interests. The four groups represent principal reading
evolution research directions:

1. **Continuing / skilled (PISA-age) reading.** Researchers in this
group seek to analyse the skills of youth and seniors in using
various reading devices (printed books, e-readers, tablets, etc)
and related differences in understanding text and absorbing
information.\textsuperscript{11}

2. **Developmental aspects of reading.** Researchers of this group\textsuperscript{12}
are interested in effect of reading devices on deep reading. Deep
reading is a form of reading based on focus on the text not by
reading its grammatical forms, but by emphatically understanding
the meaning behind it. Such reading relies on well-developed
primary reading skills; the use of deep reading requires deeper
motivation, more time and attention. Teaching programmes
are moved to digital reading devices; reading skills are being
separated from handwriting. These processes make teachers
question whether children will be able to develop deep reading
skills and how such changes will affect the future. Research

\textsuperscript{10} Ibid., p. 11.
\textsuperscript{11} Ibid., p. 12.
\textsuperscript{12} A. Mangen, B. R. Walgermo, K. Bronnick, Kolbjorn, op.cit.
plans to compare development of deep reading skills while using different reading devices.13

3. **Experiential and emotional aspects of reading.** Empirical research showed that due to well developed deep reading skills a person can feel unique personal experiences and emotions. This develops empathy, social adaptation, emotional self-regulation, interpersonal communication, and general intellectual prowess.14 Because use of digital devices for reading affects deep reading, researchers seek to compare how and if the same texts (but accessed via different devices: printed books, e-readers, computer screens) affect emotions of the reader.15

4. **The ergonomics of reading (physiology, haptic and tactile feedback).** Reading is usually understood and analyzed as a cognitive process. Sometimes eye or head movement analysis is used. The researchers in this group focus on how the entire human body participates in the process of reading: hands that hold the reading device, fingers that feel (paper or a screen).16 Position of the body is also important – regarding seeing better, understanding better, holding attention longer, keeping the body in a proper position, etc.17

COST network Action 1404 research groups represent principal reading research aspects, focusing on changes caused by developing technologies.

**Reading research directions in Lithuania**

The paper further presents summarized information about reading research in Lithuania. Detailed search of information sources listed in methodology section by keywords “reading and research” revealed the following:
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13 Memorandum..., p. 12–13.
14 A. M. Jacobs, M. Arthur, op. cit.
137 publications were found for the relevant time period in digital databases.

Analysis of annotations identified 48 articles with reading as the main topic, or main topic closely related to reading. These publications were further analyzed to divide them into thematic areas of research.

9 publications were identified using googe.lt search engine. These publications are journalistic research, information regarding accomplished reading research, and official documents regarding programs encouraging to read.

The following reading research thematic areas were identified by analyzing the publications:

- **Actions to encourage reading** and related research. This kind of research is mostly performed by libraries and information (communication and librarianship) area scientists. The research is about reading repertoire by different age groups, reader types, text types, reading needs, reading culture, etc.\(^{18}\)

• **Reading pedagogy.** This research is performed by pedagogues; it is aimed at analysis of educational processes, development of specific or common social skills.19

• **Reading and interpretation of literary fiction.** This is an area of literary critics, philosophers, art critics. They focus on text, interpretation of meaning, search of context, broadening of one’s worldview, contemplation of the thought of the author.20

---


• **Reading and psychological processes.** This area focuses on the relationship between reading and psychological processes – motivation, assumptions, self-help via reading texts, emotional responses while reading, etc.21

Some studies did not fit into these areas, but they have the potential to start new directions of research. Vytautas Šernas analyzes methods of...
Artūras Gudinavičius analyzes quality parameters of a digital book from user perspective in his dissertation.\textsuperscript{23}

In recent years, a significant part of reading studies has been carried out as commissioned by thoughtfully composed working groups, both nationally and internationally. For example, using PISA (Programme for International Student Assessment, http://www.oecd.org/pisa/about-pisa/) or PIRLS (Progress in International Reading Literacy Study, http://timssandpirls.bc.edu/methodology). These studies are presented here as a separate area, although according to subject they correlate with research directions listed above.

Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) is conducting an international survey on fifteen year-olds (Programme for International Student Assessment –PISA), which helps to assess the level of pupils' knowledge and skills, necessary for full participation in society, at the end of compulsory education. The study is carried out on a continuous basis. Lithuania has participated in the survey several times. Survey reports and analysis of Lithuanian data are used not only by scientists. The results are widely publicized in the media. An important finding is that research results show that students, who demonstrated better reading skills, also demonstrated better achievements in other fields. In this way better reading skills help to achieve better results in mathematics and natural sciences.\textsuperscript{24}

Another research was done according to an international methodology of PIRLS center in Boston (USA)\textsuperscript{25}; it covers a wide array of reading theories and analysis of Lithuanian statistical data.

\textsuperscript{22} V. Šernas, \textit{Racionalaus tyliojo skaitymo kompetencija ir sintezuotas jos ugdymas} [Development of Rational Silent Reading Competency], “Santalka” 2006, vol. 14, no. 2, pp. 54–65.

\textsuperscript{23} A. Gudinavičius, \textit{Skaitmeninės knygos kokybė vartotojo požiūriu} [Quality of a Digital Book from User Perspective: Dissertation], Vilnius 2012.

\textsuperscript{24} J. Dudaitė, \textit{Tarptautinis penkiolikmečių tyrimas} [Programme for International Student Assessment: OECD PISA 2009], Vilnius 2010; \textit{Tarptautinis penkiolikmečių tyrimas} [Programme for International Student Assessment: OECD PISA 2012 report], Vilnius 2013.

Another work of the researcher group is directly related to the national reading program. The Government of the Republic of Lithuania has approved a program for reading promotion on November 30, 2006. The purpose of the program is to promote reading among all age and social groups, improve their reading skills, as well as raise the prestige of reading. The program is implemented by the Ministry of Culture and the Ministry of Education. The Lithuanian National Martynas Mažvydas Library was entrusted to carry the program out. As a part of this program researchers have carried out a representative study of the Lithuanias’ situation with regards to reading volume, repertoire, and intensity. The conceptual framework of reading promotion was created.

The Lithuanian Ministry of Culture has financed a survey on reading habits of adults. It was conducted within a project titled „Find the time to read a book“. The survey clarified public attitude towards reading, identified reading habits of adults, reasons for reading or not reading books. According to its theme, this survey fits under reading promotion activities. A couple of journal articles devoted to reading analysis were identified in Lithuanian media. They were devoted to reading repertoire, linking reading tastes to business aspirations of publishers, thoughts about the influence of reading on critical thinking, warnings of possible consequences of not reading. All articles mentioned in this paragraph were published in the “Veidas” journal [eng. Face].

---

26 T. Tamošiūnas [et al.], Skaitymo mastas, kryptingumas ir poreikiai [Reading: Scale, Direction, and Needs] [online] [access: May, 31, 2016]. Available at: http://www3.lrs.lt/pls/inter/w5_show?p_r=440&p_k=1.
28 V. Sapetkaitė, Lietuvių skaitymo yp atumai [Reading Peculiarities of Lithuanian], “Veidas” 2015, no. 14, pp. 70–71 (journalistic investigation).
29 K. Kanišauskaitė-Šaltmerė, Mažėjančio skaitymo grimasos arba kaip netapti pa tiklia ir blaivaus mąstymo stokojančia tauta [Scary Faces of Reading Decline or How Not To Become a Naive and Dim-Witted Nation], “Veidas” 2014, no. 6, pp. 44–46 (journalistic investigation).
Analysis of results

Reading promotion activities have a long tradition in Lithuania. This area to do research in is not listed as a separate thematic area in COST Action 1404. The Action regards promotion of reading as one of the objectives of interest groups, which would receive the results of the research. Reading pedagogy is analysed via two key aspects: regarding the recommendations of international PISA literacy research framework and analysis of influence of digital reading devices on deep reading. Lithuanian researchers mainly focus on educational process.

A large part of reading research in Lithuania focuses on literary works and their interpretation. This topic would fit into area of “emotional and experiential aspects of reading”, but foreign authors use a much wider range of research methods, they connect their research to neuropsychology, social psychology, new media and other modern scientific theories.

Lithuanian reading research topic dedicated to relationship between reading and psychological processes fits into previously mentioned area of “emotional and experiential aspects of reading”. In Lithuania, these

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>COST Action 1404 main research directions</th>
<th>Main reading research directions in Lithuania</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Lasting / long-term reading</td>
<td>Actions to encourage reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Developmental aspects of reading</td>
<td>Pedagogy of reading</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experiential and emotional aspects of reading</td>
<td>Reading and interpretation of literary fiction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The ergonomics of reading</td>
<td>Reading and psychological processes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Newly forming research directions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1. Comparison of main reading research areas in Lithuania and abroad (according to COST Action 1404)

Source: own research.
studies are more directed towards specific reading activities, special education, or implementation of self-help or creative methods.

Other research in Lithuania should be applied to the area of “ergonomics of reading”. The following tendencies were identified from data collected on reading research in Lithuania:

1. Reading research is not very common in Lithuania – during the period of independence (1990–2014) only 137 reading-related scientific publications were published (5.48 publications per year). Publications where reading is the direct examination subject or a close reading-related subject were only 48 in 25 years, so not full 2 publications per year.

2. In the first decade of the twenty-first century Lithuania has joined international reading research programs, and increased number of commissioned reading research. However, research teams in commissioned studies, with few exceptions, do not include scientists who have previously participated in reading research.

3. Information that is widely available to the public in media does not reflect the whole spectrum of scientific research. Journalistic investigation about reading was found in only one source. Information about projects related to reading and official documents are publicly available on project websites.

4. Research for reading promotion programs (reading repertoire, scope, needs, etc.) comprises a significant part of all reading research in Lithuania. It is not noted as a separate area of research in COST network. However, the reading promotion is formulated as a general research objective – to encourage a broader understanding of reading, to present research results to institutions that promote reading.

5. All the identified key research topics fit into COST developed areas, but not quite meet them. Literary analysis in Lithuania stands out as a separate thematic group, but in the international network it is included under experiential and emotional aspects of reading.

6. Only two studies were identified as potentially starting new research direction in Lithuania, namely “ergonomic aspects of reading” in the E-READ network.
7. Lithuanian reading research gives too little attention to changing reading habits, media transformations, human – computer interaction. It is therefore desirable to expand this area of research, especially noting the influence of technological change in human communication process (reading) in the context of the welfare society.

**Synthesis of results**

Multidisciplinary nature of reading is reflected in the variety of research dedicated to it. Information analyzed here substantiates a wide array of reading research possibilities. New questions arise while we are looking for answers to questions already posed. Reading research gains new meaning in a modern society based on information technology. This research becomes analysis of effects technological change has on a person, his/her welfare, especially on interpersonal communication and its new forms. Reading is also changing as one of the forms of communication and world exploration. Having overviewed reading research performed in Lithuania during independence period, we can see that we do not have enough research that focuses on effects of changes in media and new technologies. All of the research areas discussed lack analysis of relationship between new digital reading devices and reading process.
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**ABSTRACT:** Artykuł dotyczy trendów czytelnictwa na Litwie w latach 1990–2014 w kontekście głównych zmian wynikających z wprowadzania nowoczesnych technologii (wymiana nośników papierowych na cyfrowe), a wskazywanych w działaniu COST Action 1404 (Europejski Program Współpracy Naukowo-Technicznej). Celem artykułu jest analiza trendów badawczych w zakresie czytelnic-
twa litewskich i zagranicznych naukowców w ciągu ostatniej dekady. Podstawą badań stały się dane pochodzące z elektronicznej bibliografii narodowej, bazy „Lituanistika”, litewskiej akademickiej Biblioteki Cyfrowej e-LAB, wyszukiwarki Google oraz wewnętrznych stron WWW sieci COST. Zebrany materiał poddano analizie za pomocą metod teoretycznej abstrakcji, metod dedukcyjnych i indukcyjnych, co pozwoliło poznać i nakreślić główne trendy w zakresie badań czytelnictwa oraz odnieść je dodatkowo do poziomu czytelnictwa na Litwie.
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